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Abstract

Structure-based drug design is drawing growing attentions in computer-
aided drug discovery. Compared with the virtual screening approach
where a pre-defined library of compounds are computationally screened,
de novo drug design based on the structure of a target protein can
provide novel drug candidates. In this paper, we present a genera-
tive solution named TamGent (Target-aware molecule generator with
Transformer) that can directly generate candidate drugs from scratch
for a given target, overcoming the limits imposed by existing compound
libraries. Following the Transformer framework (a state-of-the-art frame-
work in deep learning), we design a variant of Transformer encoder to
process 3D geometric information of targets and pre-train the Trans-
former decoder on 10 million compounds from PubChem for candidate
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drug generation. Systematical evaluation on candidate compounds gen-
erated for targets from DrugBank shows that both binding affinity and
drugability are largely improved. TamGent outperforms previous base-
lines in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. The method is further
verified by generating candidate compounds for the SARS-CoV-2 main
protease and the oncogenic mutant KRAS G12C. The results show that
our method not only re-discovers previously verified drug molecules , but
also generates novel molecules with better docking scores, expanding the
compound pool and potentially leading to the discovery of novel drugs.

Keywords: Structure-based drug design, generative model, Transformer,
SARS-CoV-2 main protease, KRAS G12C mutant

1 Introduction

Drug discovery is a long and costly process, which often takes 10+ years and
billions of dollars for a new FDA-approved drug. Structure-based drug design
(SBDD) is one of the core tasks in drug discovery [1]. Usually, in the process
of SBDD, hit compounds selection is the first step after protein target iden-
tification and will serve as the source for downstream lead compounds and
preclinical compounds (PCC) optimization [2]. Nowadays, the physicochemical
based methods are widely used for hit compounds selection, such as molecular
docking [3, 4], free-energy perturbation [5], and molecular dynamics simula-
tion [6, 7]. With these methods, the binding scores between targets and each
compound in a library are assessed, and the compounds with less promising
scores are filtered out.

However, there are two limitations of physicochemical based methods.
First, for large libraries of compounds, it is extremely costly to enumerate all
candidates. Although chemical or pharmaceutical knowledge can be applied
to focus on a subset of compounds for virtual screening, the procedure and
outcome can be very subjective and depending on experts. The second limi-
tation, which is more critical, is that the novelty of the drugs obtained from
compound library is limited to chemical knowledge spanned by the compound
libraries. In previous studies, the complete chemical space is estimated to con-
tain over 1060 compounds [8], which is beyond the coverage of any existing
libraries (e.g., PubChem has about 108 compounds, and ZINC contains about
109 compounds, etc).

Recently, generative models originated from Artificial Intelligence (AI)
research have been applied to SBDD. For a given target, generative models pro-
pose candidate compounds, some of which are not covered in existing libraries.
For example, Ragoza et al. [9] propose a two-stage method for molecule genera-
tion, which first generates an intermediate ligand shape that is complementary
to the target, and then decodes the shape into a SMILES string. SBMolGen
[10] uses an RNN model to generate molecular SMILES guided by Monte Carlo
tree search, and the corresponding docking score between the target and the
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generated drugs are used as the feedback signals to re-weight the search pro-
cess. Luo et al. [11] leverage a graph neural network to encode a target and
use Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm to directly sample atoms of a can-
didate drug in the 3D spatial space. We denote this method as “3DGen” in
the following sections for clarity. SECSE [12] is a hybrid method, which uses
both evolutionary algorithms and deep learning to sequentially add fragments
up to form complete candidate drugs.

Despite the progress in AI-based SBDD methods, existing methods are
still facing several challenges. First, the number of target-drug (alternatively,
target-ligand) pairs is limited for model training. For example, Luo et al.
[11] built a dataset with 100k target-drug pairs by filtering the CrossDocked
dataset [13]. The Protein Data Bank (PDB) harbors 186k structure entries
with 300k pocket-ligand pairs. However, the number of unique compounds that
bind to targets with resolved structures is only 29 thousands (exclude inor-
ganic molecules and molecules with ≤ 8 heavy atoms), much smaller compared
to the chemical space (i.e., 1060). With thousands of unique ligands, it is hard
to train a compound generator with good generalization ability. Secondly, the
3D information of the amino acids in the target pocket is not fully exploited in
most SBDD AI models. Previous work uses the eigenvalues/eigenvectors [14],
convolutional neural networks [9] or graph neural networks [11] for structure
encoding. These approaches cannot jointly model all amino acids in a binding
pocket. Therefore, we propose TamGent (Target-aware molecule generator
with Transformer) to tackle the two substantial challenges. For the first chal-
lenge, we pre-train a generative Transformer [15] model (the state-of-the-art
model in deep learning) on 10M compounds from PubChem [16] to learn the
universal characteristics of molecules and thus gains stronger generative power.
For the second challenge, we propose a variant of Transformer encoder, that
can encode the 3D structure information jointly with the amino acid sequence.
We stress two major differences compared to standard Transformers: (1) the
atomic coordinates of target proteins are encoded by a feed-forward network;
(2) the self-attention layer in standard Transformer only uses the similarity of
the input representations to adaptively aggregate the information, while we
take the positions of amino acids into consideration. Considering that multiple
drugs can bind to the same target, we use the variational auto-encoder (VAE)
framework [17], a classical technique to handle to one-to-many mapping, in
our method.

We validate TamGent from the following aspects. First, we evaluate the
binding affinity (calculated by AutoDock Smina [18]) and drug-likeness of gen-
erated candidate compounds targeting given proteins. For protein targets from
DrugBank, our method achieves significantly better results than two recently
reported methods (3DGen [11] and SECSE [12]). Besides successfully gener-
ating the drugs as in the DrugBank dataset, our method also generates new
compounds with better docking scores than the reference drugs. We then
apply the method to generate candidate compounds for two important tar-
gets: the main protease (Mpro) of SARS-CoV-2 and the KRAS G12C mutant.
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The results further support the potential of TamGent in practical drug design
research.

2 Results

2.1 Method Summary

We briefly describe our method in this section and more details are elaborated
in the “Method” section.

Preliminaries: Let a = (a1, a2, · · · , aN ) and r = (r1, r2, · · · , rN ) denote the
amino acids and their 3D coordinates of a binding pocket respectively, where
N is the sequence length and ri ∈ R3 is the centroid of amino acid i (i is
an index to label the amino acids around the binding site). ai is a one-hot
vector like (· · · , 0, 0, 1, 0, · · · ), where the vector length is 20 (the number of
possible amino acid types) and the only 1 locates at the position correspond-
ing to the amino acid type. A binding pocket is denoted as x = (a, r) and
[N ] = {1, 2, · · · , N}. Let y = (y1, y2, · · · , yM ) denote the SMILES string of
the corresponding ligand/drug with length M . Our goal is to learn a mapping
from x = (a, r) to y.

Framework: The framework of TamGent is shown in Figure 1, which is
inspired from the variational auto-encoder (VAE) framework [17, 19, 20].
It consists of a pocket encoder, a drug decoder and a VAE encoder (only
used in the training phase, not shown in Figure 1), all based on the Trans-
former backbone [15]. A Transformer module consists of a self-attention layer,
an encoder-decoder attention layer that only exists in the decoder (i.e., the
pocket-SMILES layer in Figure 1(c)), and a feed-forward layer (denoted as
FFN). Each attention layer outputs an adaptively weighted summation of the
inputs. Briefly, given N input vectors h1, h2, · · · , hN , an attention layer out-
puts another N vectors h̃1, h̃2, · · · , h̃N , where h̃i =

∑N
j=1 αjhj , and αj is

determined by the network. FFN layer is a network with one non-linear activa-
tion layer, which further processes h̃i and outputs an updated representation.
We use Θ to denote all the parameters of the machine learning model.

We use a random variable z to control the diverse generation for the same
input. Given a protein binding pocket x, VAE generates a compound y accord-
ing to the distribution p(y|x, z; Θ). During the inference phase, z is sampled
from the multivariant standard Gaussian distributionN (0, I), and each z leads
to an output. During training, following the VAE criteria [17, 19, 20], z is
sampled from the VAE encoder q(z|x,y), which is jointly learned with the
generative model Θ.

The difference between our pocket encoder and the standard Transformer
encoder is the way to obtain attention weights αj ’s (see Figure 1(b)). In our
encoder, we use the product of the representation similarity (i.e., the similar-
ity of hi’s from the previous layer) and negative geometric distances (more
specifically, exp(−distances2/τ) where τ is a hyperparameter) to model the
α’s, whereas in standard Transformer, the distance is not modeled. For the
decoder, the network architecture is the same as that in standard Transformer
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Fig. 1 The architectures of TamGent. (a) The general workflow of our model. A pocket
encoder is used to get the high-dimensional representations of amino acids in the pocket.
The representations added with random noise are then fed into a drug decoder to generate
the SMILES representation of compounds. By adding different noise sets, we obtain different
generative results. The drug decoder is pre-trained on 10M molecular SMILES. (b) The
details of the pocket encoder. The amino acids and the coordinates are mapped into high-
dimensional vectors (denoted as Ea(a) and Er(r) respectively), and iteratively refined by the
attention module and the feed-forward layer. The attention adaptively aggregates the amino
acid information by considering the production of representation similarity and geometric
distances. (c) The architecture of the drug decoder, which outputs the compound SMILES.
It is the same as the standard Transformer [15], which has a self-attention layer to model
the preceding SMILES, the pocket-SMILES attention to process pocket representations and
the feed-forward layer for non-linear transformation. It is pre-trained on 10M SMILES from
PubChem.

[15]. Considering the limited number of protein-ligand pairs, we use a pre-
trained decoder: We randomly select 10M molecules from PubChem to train
a SMILES-based language model (the objective function is to predict future
tokens based on preceding tokens), and apply the pre-trained parameters to
our decoder.

2.2 Results on DrugBank dataset

We first evaluate the binding affinity and drug-likeness of the generated drugs.
For this purpose, we built a test set based on the DrugBank [21], which is a
high-quality database with drugs and their target information. We obtained
a dataset TDB with 1641 target-ligand pairs and compared TamGent with
two recently published baselines methods: 3DGen [11] and SECSE [12] (see
Method Section for details). Due to the slow decoding speed of 3DGen and
SECSE, we randomly sample 100 target-ligand pairs from TDB. for each target,
we generate compounds using 3DGen, SECSE and our method, and compare
their performances. By default, the three methods all generate 20 candidate
compounds for each target.
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For binding affinity evaluation, we use Autodock-smina1 to dock the
generated molecules into binding sites and report the docking scores. The
distributions of docking scores are shown in Figure 2(a). Compared with
3DGen and SECSE, the distribution of docking scores for compounds gen-
erated using TamGent shows an obvious downward shift, indicating stronger
binding affinity.

It is noteworthy to point out that the distribution of ground truth set (i.e.,
the compounds from the Drugbank) is broader than generated molecules by all
three methods, covering compounds with stronger binding to target proteins
than generated compounds. This suggests that generative models can yield
reasonable compounds that bind to the target, while there is still room for
improvement to obtain stronger binding compounds.
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Fig. 2 The properties of generated compounds. (a) The violin plot of docking scores
for compounds, as indicators for binding affinities. The three dashed lines in each part are
the 25%, 50% and 75% quantiles. Compounds generated using our method (blue color)
show stronger binding than those from other methods, while some drugs in the DrugBank
have stronger binding interactions than all generated compounds (red color). (b) Similarity
of the generated compounds to the ground truth drugs. The blue and yellow parts denote
the similarity obtained by generating 20 and 100 compounds for each target. (c) The QED
scores, molecular diversity scores and synthetic accessibility scores for compounds generated
with different methods.

We also analyze the relation between reference drugs and the generated
compounds for each method. This is achieved by computing the similarity
between the generate compounds and reference drugs in DrugBank defined by
the Tanimoto similarity of Morgan fingerprints between a reference drug and
a group of generated compounds. When each method is allowed to generate 20
compounds, the average similarity achieved by TamGent, 3DGen and SECSE
are 0.168, 0.137 and 0.113 respectively. And when each method is allowed
to generate 100 compounds for each target, the average similarity metrics

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/smina/

https://sourceforge.net/projects/smina/
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are 0.210, 0.164 and 0.131. TamGent has the best performance in generating
compounds similar to the drugs in the Drugbank. As shown in Figure 2(b),
the similarity distribution of TamGent shifts up compared with 3DGen and
SECSE, in both cases with 20 or 100 generated compounds per target. On the
other hand, the similarity is still at the low-side, indicating that the generated
compounds are not necessarily the same as the known drugs.

To better evaluate model performance, following the common practice in
machine learning research, we also calculate the following three metrics: (1)
quatitative estimation of drug likeness (QED) [22]; (2) molecular diversity
(MD), which refers to the diversity between molecules generated for the same
target; and (3) synthetic accessibility (SA) scores [23], which estimates the
synthetic feasibility of a compound. The results in Figure 2(c) indicate that
TamGent achieve the best performance.

After validating the effectiveness of our generative method, we decode the
remaining 1541 protein targets in TDB. We generate 100 compounds for each
target. After removing duplicate entries, TamGent yields 27040 unique com-
pounds in total, approximately 18 compounds per target on average. Among
them, 6233 can be found in PubChem (downloaded on December 10, 2020,
containing about 100M compounds), and 20, 807 of them are new molecules
that do not exist in PubChem, accounting for 76.9% of the generated drugs.
This shows that our method is capable of expanding compound libraries.

TamGent can generate both the reference drugs and de novo compounds.
We observed the exact drug molecules among the generated compounds for
11 drug targets extracted from the DrugBank. Their detailed information are
in Supplementary Data A. Meanwhile, as aforementioned, the generated com-
pounds can be dissimilar to the known drugs. In order to assess the quality of
such de novo drug compounds, we computed the docking scores for predicted
docking poses and found some generated compounds showed better docking
scores. We further analyzed three representative target-compound pairs as
shown in Figure 3.

For target Dihydrofolate Reductase, compared with the reference drug, the
generated compound has an extra aromatic ring, and the nitrogen atom on this
ring introduces an additional hydrogen bond with Thr121, making it bound to
the protein more tightly. When we use van der Waals surface to represent the
protein, we can see that our new compound occupied more space of the pocket.
Similarly, for target Aspartate aminotransferase and Glutathione S-transferase
A3, we can generate new compounds with better docking scores.

2.3 Case studies: SARS-CoV-2 main protease and KRAS
G12C

2.3.1 SARS-CoV-2 main protease, Mpro

Next, we focused on two targets that are under intense research: the SARS-
CoV-2 main protease and the KRAS G12C mutant. SARS-CoV-2 virus and
the COVID-19 pandemic have severely affected everyone’s life. Huge efforts
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Target name Uniprot id PDB id DrugBank id

Dihydrofolate Reductase p0a017 3i8a DB08234
Aspartate aminotransferase q56232 1bkg DB02142
Glutathione S-transferase A3 q16772 2vcv DB00143

Fig. 3 Representative cases for compound generations. The target information is
summarized in the table (top), where from left to right, the columns are target name, the
uniprot id, and PDB id and the corresponding drug id in DrugBank. The docking poses
are in the figure (bottom), where the proteins are shown by the ribbon by default. We also
show the van der Waals surface of the first case for better visualizing pocket information. In
the docking pose, the reference drugs are shown in green color, and the generated molecules
are colored according to atomic types. The 2D molecular graphs of the reference drug and
generated compounds are shown in right panel of the corresponding subfigures. In these three
cases, the reference drugs were found in the generated compounds. The predicted docking
poses and scores suggest good quality of the de novo compounds generated using our method.

have been put on to control this disease. SARS-CoV-2 main protease (briefly,
Mpro) plays an important role in processing the polyproteins translated from
viral RNA [24], making a popular target for SARS-CoV-2 treatment. Thus,
we collected 415 high resolution structures by searching the keywords “mpro
sars-cov-2” on PDBj2, and generated 4564 unique compounds targeting Mpro

with TamGent. The full list of the generated compounds can be found in
Supplementary Data B.

2https://pdbj.org/

https://pdbj.org/
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We successfully recovered the GC-376 (DB15796) [25], a promising Mpro

inhibitor candidate reported previously. We also generated six possible hit
fragments for Mpro inhibitors verified by Douangamath et al. [26] (Pub-
Chem (PDB) ids: 3695997 (5REK), 95851 (5RG0), 1353764 (5RFG), 19325375
(5REL), 3759658 (5REJ), 8405578 (5RFF)).

All 4564 compounds generated by TamGent are embedded in a 2D space
shown in Figure 4(a). Specifically, Morgan fingerprints were extracted for each
compound and the dimensions were reduced to 2D using t-SNE algorithm.
Blue dots are compounds generated using TamGent. Gray points are 30k
compounds randomly selected from PubChem, which are supposed to have
insignificant relevance to the Mpro. The contours indicate the density levels of
the generated compounds for the Mpro in the space, with darker colors cor-
respond to higher densities. The yellow stars are the possible Mpro inhibitors
summarized by Mengist et al. [27], and the green and red triangles are the
representative compounds generated by our method.

We can observe that: (i) the randomly selected compounds and our gener-
ated compounds have different distributions. This shows that TamGent indeed
generates compounds by considering the pocket information. (ii) A good num-
ber of generated compounds lie in one cluster (cluster 1, Figure 4(a)). They
share a similar structure whose Tanimoto similarity to GC-376 is 0.82. More
interestingly, six previously reported Mpro inhibitor candidates [27] all lie in
the same cluster. These results indicate the consistency between our generated
compounds and reference inhibitors, as well as the capability of novel com-
pound generation by TamGent. (iii) Similarly, we find a second cluster (cluster
2, Figure 4(a)) with shared structure. Neither reference drugs nor compounds
with promising docking scores were found within the cluster. We reason that
the relatively small molecules in cluster 2 may not be able to fill the 5 sites at
the binding pockets, since the average heavy atom numbers in cluster 1 and
cluster 2 are 36 and 16 respectively. However, we still find some promising
fragments in cluster 2 and leave the results in Supplementary Data C.

Next, we evaluated two diverse compounds generated by TamGent closely
(Figure 4(b)). These compounds were estimated to have docking scores of
−10.2 and −9.5 with Mpro respectively, outperforming known potential Mpro

inhibitors (e.g., GC-376 with docking score −9.4). More importantly, these
two generated compounds both fill the binding pocket. The two compounds
can both fill S1 and S2 subsites, forming hydrogen bonds to the Glu166 of
the S1 subsite, and connect to the catalytic residue His41 through hydrogen
bonding interaction. In addition, the thiazole of the first compound has a
hydrogen bond to the other catalytic residue Cys145 and the Gly143 in S1 sub-
site. From the results above, we believe that TamGent has generated promising
hit compounds targeting Mpro from scratch.

2.3.2 KRAS G12C mutant

Targeted therapy aims at specifically attacking tumorous cells with mutated
proteins instead of normal cells, and thus has become a desired paradigm
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(a) Visualization of generated drugs.
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Fig. 4 Analysis of our generated compounds. (a) Visualization of all generated com-
pounds for SARS-CoV-2 embedded in a 2D space. The gray circles are 30k randomly selected
compounds from PubChem. Blue circles are our generated compounds based on Mpro, and
the representative ones are highlighted using red and green triangles. Yellow stars denote
possible Mpro inhibitors summarized by Mengist et al. [27]. The contours are used to denote
the density of our generated drugs (darker contours correspond to higher densities) (b) Two
representative compounds generated using our method for Mpro target (top for the red
triangle and bottom for the green triangle). The left panel denotes hydrogen-bonding inter-
action between generated compound and Mpro, and right panel denotes fitting to the pocket
of the Mpro. The docking scores of the two compounds are −10.2 and −9.5 respectively.
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for cancer treatment. Therefore, we deployed TamGent to generate candidate
compounds for targeted therapy.

As a proof-of-concept, we focused on KRAS, a molecular switch that regu-
lates cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, etc. KRAS mutations, including
the well known G12C, will lead to malignant proliferation of cells, further
promote the occurrence and development of tumors [28]. Thus, we generate
candidate drugs that target KRAS G12C mutant specifically instead of wild-
type KRAS with TamGent by selecting compounds with higher affinities to
the mutant.

We collected 52 crystal structures of G12C mutant targets from PDB and
generated 580 unique drugs in targeting peptide regions close to mutation sites.
For each generated compound, we calculate docking scores to the G12C mutant
and the scores to the wild-type KRAS. We also docked two KRAS-G12C
inhibitors, Sotorasib (DB15569, approved by FDA) and Adagrassib (DB15568,
submitted to FDA for approval), to G12C mutant and wild-type targets as
references.

Figure 5(a) shows the distribution of docking scores. The blue and pink
histograms/curves represent the docking results with G12C mutation target
and wild-type target respectively. Clearly, the binding affinity of our generated
drugs with the mutant target is better than that of the wild-type target. Dock-
ing scores of Sotorasib and Adagrassib are shown as vertical lines. 43.5% of our
generated drugs have better docking scores on mutant targets than Sotorasib
and 40.2% of them better than Adagrassib.

We show two generated drugs in Figure 5(b). Both compounds have better
docking scores with the mutant than the wild type. In particular, they form
hydrogen bonds to the cysteine (Cys12) of the G12C mutant. In contrast, these
crucial hydrogen bonds are not observed between the compounds and Gly12 of
the wild type KRAS. Unfortunately, we did not perform covalent docking due
to the lack of domain knowledge, and the generated compounds are relatively
small compared with Sotorasib and Adagrassib. However, we are exploring
an improved model based on TamGent that aims at targeted drug generation
with more domain knowledge taken into consideration.

2.4 Computational efficiency

Lastly, we evaluated the computational efficiency of TamGent. Our method is
significantly faster than both 3DGen and SECSE when generating compound
molecules for given targets, based on our experiments on a single Tesla P40
GPU. On average, to generate 20 compounds for each target, 3DGen [11],
SECSE [12] take 25.4 minutes and 30 minutes respectively. In sharp contrast,
TamGent takes only 0.3 seconds to generate 20 compounds with similar or
better quality. These results show that our method is at least 5000x faster than
the above methods for the same task, demonstrating TamGent’s potential on
high-throughput large-scale hit compounds generation for different targets.
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(a) The histograms of docking scores.

(b) Two examples of our generated compounds.

Fig. 5 Analysis of generated compounds for KRAS G12C. (a) The blue and purple
curves denote the docking scores with G12C mutant and the wile type proteins. The vertical
lines are the docking scores of reference drugs as labelled in the legend. (b) The docking
poses with the mutate protein and the molecular graphs are visualized. The two compounds
have hydrogen bonds with Cys12 in the mutate protein, while do not have hydrogen bonds
with the Gln12 of the wild type. Let Dm and Dw denote the docking scores w.r.t. the
mutate protein and wild type protein. For (a), Dm = −7.3, Dw = −5.8; for (b) Dm = −8.7,
Dw = −6.2.

3 Methods

3.1 Details of method and implementation

Here, we describe the details about how to process the 3D input, the
architectures of the encoder, decoder and the training objective functions.

Processing 3D input: The amino acid ai ∀i ∈ [N ] is mapped to d-dimension
vectors via an embedding layer Ea. The coordinate ri(i ∈ [N ]) is mapped to a
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d-dimension vector via a linear mapping. Considering we can rotate and trans-
late a binding pocket while its spatial semantic information should preserve,
we apply data augmentation to the coordinates. That is, in the input layer,
for any i ∈ [N ],

h
(0)
i = Eaai + Erρ

(
ri −

1

N

N∑
j=1

rj

)
, (1)

where (i) Ea and Er are learnable matrice, and they are optimized during
model training; (ii) ρ denotes a random roto-translation operation, and before
using ρ, we center the coordinates to the origin. Thus we process the discrete

input x into N continuous hidden representations h
(0)
i .

Pocket encoder: The encoder stacks L identical blocks. The output of the

l-th block, i.e., h
(l)
i , is fed into the (l + 1)-th layer for further processing and

obtain h
(l+1)
i for any i ∈ [N ] and l ∈ {0} ∪ [L − 1]. Each block consists of an

attention layer and an FFN layer, which is a two-layer feed-forward network as
that in the original Transformer [15]. To model the spatial distances of amino
acids, we propose a new type of distance-aware attention. Mathematically,

h̃
(l+1)
i =

N∑
j=1

αj(Wvh
(l)
j ),

αj =
exp α̂j∑N
k=1 exp α̂k

,

α̂j = exp

(
−‖ri − rj‖

2

τ

)
(h

(l)>
i Wh

(l)
j ),

(2)

where W and Wv are parameters to be optimized, and τ is the temperature

hyperparameter to control. After that, h̃
(l+1)
i is processed by an FFN layer

and obtain
h

(l+1)
i = FFN(h̃

(l+1)
i ). (3)

The output from the last block, i.e., h
(L)
i ∀i ∈ [N ], is the eventual representa-

tions of x from the encoder.
The VAE encoder: The VAE encoder models the posterior distribution of

z given a binding pocket x and the corresponding ligand y. The input of VAE
encoder is defined as follows:

h
(0)
i =


Eaai + Erρ

(
ri −

1

N

N∑
j=1

rj

)
, i ≤ N

Eyyi−N , i > N,

(4)

where Ey is the embedding of the SMILES. The VAE encoder follows the
architecture of standard Transformer encoder [15], which uses the vanilla self-
attention layer rather than the distance-aware version due to the inavailability

of the 3D ligand information. The output from the last block, i.e., h
(L)
i ∀i ∈ [N ],
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is mapped to the mean µi and covariance matrix Σi of position i via linear
mapping, which can be used for constructing q(z|x,y), by assuming q(z|x,y)

is Gaussian. The ligand representations, i.e., h
(L)
j j > N , are not used to

construct q(z|x,y).
Drug decoder: The drug decoder is exactly the same as that in [15], which

consists of the self-attention layer, encoder-decoder attention layer (renamed
as pocket-SMILES attention in Figure 1 and an FFN layer. The self-attention
layer aggregates the representation from the previous block in the decoder, the

pocket-SMILES attention processes the h
(L)
i from the pocket encoder, and the

FFN is exactly the same as that in the encoder. We pre-train the decoder on
10M compounds randomly selected from PubChem (denoted as D0) using the
following objective function:

min−
∑
y∈D0

1

My

My∑
i=1

logP (yi|yi−1, yi−2, · · · , y1), (5)

where My is the length of y.

The pocket-SMILES attention layer takes all h
(L)
i as inputs. Under the

VAE variant, during training, the inputs are h
(L)
i + z′i, where z′i is sampled

from the distribution q(z|x,y) introduced above. During inference, the inputs

are h
(L)
i + zi where zi is randomly sampled from N(0, I).

Training: The training objective is to minimize the following function:

min
Θ,q

1

|D|
∑

(x,y)∈D

− logP (y|x, z; Θ) + βDkl (q(z|x,y)‖p(z)) , (6)

where the z in logP (· · · ) is sampled from q(z|x,y), p(z) denotes the standard
Gaussian distribution, and Dkl denotes the KL divergence.

We use the data provided by Luo et al. [11] to train the models. The
data is filtered from CrossDocked [13] and there are 123k target-ligand pairs
(denoted as D). We train our model with one NVIDIA V100 GPU. Both the
pocket encoder and VAE encoder have 4 layers with hidden dimension 256.
The decoder has 12 layers with hidden dimension 768. We use Adam optimizer
[29] with initial learning 3× 10−5.
Baselines: We mainly compare our method with two baselines methods
3DGen [11] and SECSE [12].

1. 3DGen [11], a representative deep learning baseline that uses a graph neural
network to encode the 3D pocket information and direct generates the 3D
conformation of candidate drugs.

2. SECSE [12], a hybrid system of de novo drug design with four steps: (1)
build a fragment library; (2) generate compounds based on specific rules;
(3) filter unpromising molecules based on structures and properties; (4)
evaluate the fitness of the current compounds based on docking scores or a
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deep-learning based model, by which we could select the compounds to be
further optimized in the next round.

3.2 Procedure descriptions

Construct the dataset: There are three steps to build our dataset TDB based
on DrugBank.

1. We download DrugBank dataset from its official website3 and parse it into
target-drug pairs. We only keep the small-molecule drugs and filter out the
pairs whose ligand is a protein. The targets and the drugs are represented
by UniProt [30] ids and SMILES strings respectively.

2. We query each collected UniProt id on the official website 4 and retrieve
the corresponding PDB ids, by which we can get their 3D structures of
the protein-ligand complex on the PDB [31] website. We further split the
complex into proteins and ligands. The y is the SMILES of the ligand and
the x is all amino acids within 10 angstrom from the ligand as input binding
site.

3. When the UniProt id and the splitted ligands of the protein-ligand pairs
extracted from PDB are the same as those in DrugBank, we add them into
a set TDB.

We eventually obtain TDB with 1641 target-ligand pairs after removing the
redundant entries. Each target has 2.4 PDB files on average.
Definition of similarity: Denote a reference target-ligand pair as (t, d).

Denote the generated compounds as H = {ĥ1, ĥ2, · · · , ĥn}. The similarity

between d and H is defined as maxĥ∈H sim(d, ĥ), where sim is implemented
as Tanimoto similarity of Morgan fingerprints.
SARS-CoV-2 drug generation: We use three models to generate candidate
drugs for SARS-CoV-2 Mpro. The first model is the default generation model.
The second model is finetuned on a subset of 300 Mpro PDB files (denoted as
Tmpro). The third model is finetuned on a merged dataset of CrossDocked and
Tmpro. Note that for the second and third models, we exclude the generated
SMILES whose similarity is greater than 0.85 to the SMILES in Tmpro.

4 Discussion and conclusions

In this work, we propose a new model named TamGent for structure-based
drug design that can directly generate candidate drugs based on target pro-
teins. Our method can generate compounds that are similar to the known
drugs, as well as novel compounds with potentially better binding affinities
according to docking scores. Compared to previous methods, TamGent has
better computational efficiency and compound quality.

The shortage of high quality target-drug interaction data imposes chal-
lenges to machine learning based methods. In this work, we leveraged the

3https://go.drugbank.com
4https://www.uniprot.org/uploadlists/

https://go.drugbank.com
https://www.uniprot.org/uploadlists/
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transformer-based approach and applied a pre-training model to obtain a rep-
resentation of compound molecules. Using this approach, the generative model
can decode compounds for the binding pocket of any given target. The diver-
sity and drug likeliness of generative compounds are found to be superior than
existing methods.

The case studies on targets in the DrugBank reveal that the generated
compounds can yield better binding scores than the reference drugs. Detailed
examinations of docked complex structures provide physicochemical explana-
tions for the enhanced binding interactions. Furthermore, the present method
was tested on two widely studied cases: SARS-CoV-2 Mpro and KRAS G12C.
The generated compounds have a good coverage of known inhibitors of Mpro,
while generating new hypothetical compounds that potentially bind to the
enzymatic sites. In the case of KRAS G12C, the generated compounds demon-
strate stronger interactions with G12C mutant, compared to the wild type
KRAS. This difference suggests that the compounds can interact with the
mutated protein more specifically, while keeping normal cells without muta-
tions less affected. In summary, the testing results demonstrate the potential
of the present generative method.

Despite the state-of-the-art performance, TamGent can be further
improved from several aspects. Firstly, we are incorporating high-quality in-
house target-drug pair data and patent data to boost our model. Secondly,
we are involving pharmacological domain knowledge to refine generated com-
pounds. For example, we expect our model to generate compounds with more
stable or complex structure, as well as better ADME/T properties with feed-
back from domain experts. Lastly, we plan to focus on a few targets to fine-tune
our model. For example, preliminary study indicates that we can significantly
improve the candidate compounds by incorporating prior knowledge of Mpro or
KRAS. In spite of current limitations, we believe that TamGent demonstrates
an efficient solution to drug generation and that with future work TamGent
will serve as an efficient generative framework to inspire novel drug discovery.

Supplementary information. Supplementary Data A contains the gener-
ated compounds where the targets are from DrugBank. Supplementary Data
B is the generated compounds for SARS-CoV-2 Mpro. Supplementary Data C
is further analysis for SARS-CoV-2 Mpro.
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Appendix A Evaluation metrics

We evaluate the drug-likeness by the other metrics, including qualitative esti-
mation of drug likeness (QED) [22], molecular diversity (MD) and synthetic
accessibility (SA) [23], which are widely reported in the machine learning
literature. QED is calculated by rdkit.Chem.QED. The script to calculate
SA score is in our github repository. Molecular diversity refers to the diver-
sity between molecules generated for the same target, which is obtained by
calculating the distance between the generated molecules, that is, MD =

1
N(N−1)

∑
i6=j 1− sim(yi, yj), where N is the number of molecules gener-

ated, sim(yi, yj) is the Tanimoto similarity calculated from Morgan molecular
fingerprints.
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